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**Title:** Ganzon vs. Arlos

**Facts:**
On December 17, 1999, the Department of Interior and Local Government (DILG) Regional
Office in Iloilo City held a Christmas party. During the event, Fernando Arlos, the OIC
Provincial Director of DILG, left to get some documents. Rolando Ganzon, another DILG
employee, approached Arlos, drew a firearm, and without provocation, pointed it at Arlos
while shouting in Ilongo. Arlos tried to proceed, but Ganzon blocked his path and again
pointed  the  firearm at  his  chest.  When  Arlos  warded  off  Ganzon’s  hand,  the  firearm
exploded, hitting the floor. Arlos fled the scene, but Ganzon followed and threatened him
again before concealing his firearm.

On December  21,  1999,  Arlos  reported the  incident  to  the  Regional  Director.  Ganzon
shouted at Arlos again, maintaining their confrontation. Arlos subsequently charged Ganzon
with  grave  misconduct.  Ganzon  denied  the  allegations,  choosing  to  undergo  a  formal
investigation, and both parties agreed to adopt the evidence from the pending criminal
prosecution for attempted homicide.

In  the  administrative  investigation,  witnesses  corroborated  Arlos’  account.  However,
Ganzon and his witnesses described a different version, alleging a physical confrontation
ensued based on a disagreement over performance ratings.

**Procedural History:**
1. **CSC Regional Office**: Found Ganzon guilty of grave misconduct on February 7, 2002,
imposing dismissal with accessory penalties.
2. **CSC Main Office**: Affirmed the Regional Office’s decision on January 27, 2004. Motion
for reconsideration by Ganzon was denied on November 9, 2004.
3. **Court of Appeals**: Dismissed Ganzon’s appeal on February 15, 2006, and denied the
motion for reconsideration on August 3, 2006.
4. **Supreme Court**: Ganzon appealed to the Supreme Court, contesting the rulings on
various legal grounds.

**Issues:**
1. Whether attending a Christmas party as required by Ganzon’s office constitutes an official
function, making any untoward incident committed during such event service-related.
2. Whether Ganzon’s act was intimately related to his office to constitute grave misconduct.
3. Whether the penalty of dismissal is unjust and excessive.
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4. Whether the administrative case should have been resolved independently of the related
criminal case, specifically considering Ganzon’s acquittal in the criminal proceedings.

**Court’s Decision:**
1. **Official Function**:
– The Court ruled that Ganzon’s act at the Christmas party was not in a private capacity but
connected to his performance of duty. His resentment over his performance rating, directly
related to his official functions, motivated his actions.
– The Christmas party, while not during regular office hours, was an official event, and any
related misconduct falls under administrative jurisdiction.

2. **Relation to Office**:
– The Court emphasized that the act must bear a direct relation to official duties. Ganzon’s
actions  resulted  from his  resentment  over  his  official  performance  rating,  linking  the
misconduct to his office.
– Even though the incident occurred after office hours, it was relevant to his public function
and thus falls under misconduct in the context of public office.

3. **Penalty of Dismissal**:
– The Court upheld that the consistent penalty for grave misconduct as per the Revised
Uniform Rules on Administrative Cases in the Civil Service is dismissal. Given the severity of
Ganzon’s actions, the dismissal with accessory penalties was appropriate.
–  The penalties include cancellation of  eligibility,  forfeiture of  retirement benefits,  and
perpetual disqualification from re-employment in the government service.

4. **Administrative vs. Criminal Case**:
–  The Supreme Court  reiterated that  administrative cases are independent  of  criminal
proceedings. The standard of proof in administrative cases is substantial evidence, unlike
the proof beyond a reasonable doubt required in criminal cases.
–  Ganzon’s  acquittal  in  the  criminal  case  does  not  exonerate  him from administrative
liability as the standards of proof differ significantly.

**Doctrine:**
– **Misconduct** involves acts intentionally wrong or a deliberate violation of a rule related
to official duties. For **grave misconduct**, elements of corruption, intent to violate law, or
flagrant disregard must be present.
– **Administrative Independence**: Administrative cases are separate from criminal cases,
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maintaining different standards of proof.
– **Public Office Accountability**: Public officers are expected to maintain propriety and
decorum, adhering to ethical standards at all times.

**Class Notes:**
– **Key Concepts**:
– **Misconduct**: Requires intent and a connection to official duties.
– **Grave Misconduct**: Entails elements like corruption or intentional law violation.
–  **Administrative  Independence  from  Criminal  Cases**:  Different  standards  of  proof
(substantial evidence vs. proof beyond a reasonable doubt).
– **Penalties for Grave Misconduct**: Dismissal, cancellation of eligibility, and forfeiture of
benefits.
–  **Public  Office  Conduct**:  Accountability  and  adherence  to  ethics  regardless  of  the
setting.

**Key Statutes**:
– **Executive Order No. 292**: Grounds for disciplinary action.
– **Revised Uniform Rules on Administrative Cases in the Civil Service**: Classification and
penalties for administrative offenses.
– **Republic Act No. 6713**: Code of Conduct and Ethical Standards for Public Officials and
Employees.

**Historical Background:**
The case highlights the commitment of the Philippine judiciary to uphold integrity and
accountability within public service. The judicial emphasis has been on maintaining ethical
standards and ensuring that public employment is conducted with utmost responsibility and
decorum, reflecting the progressive ethos of governance in the Philippines. The decision
reinforces the doctrine that public office is a trust and mandates public officers to act with
integrity, accountability, and responsibility.


